Quotes of the Year 2016-2017
“I’m saving my speech for later because I want as many people as possible to listen to me…” – Pippa
“I’m so selfish. Me, me, me.” – Dave
“I unblocked a toilet or two with my bare hands” – Connor
“When you’ve got a belly full of beer you can’t shout as loud.” – Pippa
“I’m climbing the ladder of success!” – Munro
“That’s a stop and let me cross the road colour.” – Florrie
How to spend money for BUCS? “Steroids?” – Pete
“There’s club music, then classical music, then Dave like pew pew pew, then a zombie movie on TV” – Tom
“Die please. Anytime now please. Die… How do I reload? He’s killing me. It’s a bit strong here. Oh god, oh god.
[Presumed zombie death] OK Let’s go!” – Dave [on zombies]
“There are some fatties at Bloc. If they ran 5k everytime they climbed they’d be so much better. My idea is
you’ve got to do a 5k after climbing” – George
“Most people can run 5k” – Dave
“I tried walking 5k and I was fucking knackered” – George
“I’m not going to bring my belay shoes to UCR.” – George
“How are we going to have a bonfire in Portland?” – Liam
“Just chop a tree down. A bonfire does require a tree realistically. It’s a tree, it’s free.” – George
“You’ve got to wait 12 months for it to dry out though.” – Dave
“Not if you put petrol on it.” – George
“Are you fucking serious!? Who the hell scrunches!? It’s so chaotic! How is that supposed to systematically
clean your arse?” – George
“Make it drizzle” – Riccy [with a £10 note]
“How is that a handhold?!”
“It’s not”
“But there’s chalk on it!”
“Yeah, some desperate person has tried; much like yourself. [pause] So harsh. I’m not a nice person” – Dave
“What is it?”

“Risk assessments”- Dave

“Is that on fire George?” – Dave

“Oh. I’m not curious anymore…” – Riccy

“Yes it is, I just spent 10 minutes setting it on fire” – George

“One arm through and grope it!” – Sverre
“If you ask Tabs’ parents nicely you can stay in her house.” – Dave
“Well, it was good enough for Jesus…” – Pete

“There’s a barn…” – Tabs

“Fill juggy holds with vodka and drink it with a straw to make sure you get all the chalky, grimy shit.” – Alex
“Is that the one with pictures of teenagers’ genitals?” – Pete

“No that’s snapchat…” – Liam

“Nah, I’m not president, that’s Dave. I’m vice so I’m kind of a big deal.” – Liam [on Liam]
“I’ve got axes and spiky feet.” – James

“Sounds like roleplay.” – Liam

“Late to a committee meeting in your own house!”- Riccy [to Liam]
“I love velcro and have a serious lack of respect for my hands” – James Beaver
“Now then…ROCKS! As a Geology student and general rock enthusiast, nothing beats a Gneiss old rock…
…It’s not my fault my puns are a bit schist” – Luke Roberts
“Sending me on the Conville course will make UBMC the most famous university mountaineering club in the
country, meaning the next Ueli Steck will join the club” – James Macdonald

